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Looking at Early DATA: tools

B.Mangano & G.Petrucciani  (UCSD)

A setup to skim the early LHC data at 7 TeV and extract quickly a 

handful of interesting events.

Definition of interesting events evolving along with the LHC instant 

luminosity. 

Aim to have no more than few tens of events which are selected 

(and have to be scrutinized) per day.
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What is skimmed (at the moment)

- di-muons and di-electron close to Jpsi (mass in 2.6-3.6) and Z (mass > 60)

- high mass di-lepton candidates (mass > 8 GeV)

- W to lepton+MET candidates (MET>15, lepton pt >15)

- tri-lepton candidates: mu+el+el, mu+mu+el, mu+mu+mu, el+el+el

- quad-lepton candidates: 4mu, 4el, 2mu+2el

- high energy muons and high energy electrons (pt>15)

For all the details about the current selection see:

https://cms-project-higgsdqm.web.cern.ch/cms-project-higgsdqm/HiggsEDS/skimVersions/version3.py

Plans to add loose electron selection following instructions from electron 

reconstruction experts (feedback already received from Yves, Claude et al.)

Plans to add taus and high-energy photons skims. 
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Outline of the talk

Information about skimmed events is organized in 3 sets of tables:

- summary of the daily skims. 

- detailed view for each daily skim containing a summary of the skim 

paths.

- detailed view for each skim path containing a complete list of the 

selected events.

For each selected event, the event dump and a set of event display 

snapshots are provided.
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Starting page: summary of the daily skims
https://cms-project-higgsdqm.web.cern.ch/cms-project-higgsdqm/HiggsEDS/

EDS : Early Data Study�
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General information about run and event selection

Detailed information about each daily skim

Starting page: summary of the daily skims
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Selection of runs performed 

automatically querying the runregistry.  

Fully detailed info about the 

crab job producing the skim 

is available in DBS

Number of events 

selected in a daily skim 

increased by factor ~10x 

after the beams were 

squeezed.

Skim selection has to be 

tightened

See next slide

Summary of the daily skims
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Summary of the skim paths
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Configuration file which 

can be used with 

cmsRun to extract (from 

the daily skim file) all and 

only the events passing 

a given SkmPath

Complete list of 

run/ls/event for each 

type of SkimPath

Complete list of selected events
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EVENT DUMP

Complete list of selected events
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Complete list of selected events
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Complete list of selected events
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PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
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TO BE ADDED TO “FIRST PAGE”

New column linking to page with 

control plots per daily skim
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TO BE ADDED TO THE SUMMARY OF THE SKIM PATHS

New column linking to page with plots customized for each skim path
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TO BE ADDED TO “SKIM DETAIL” TABLE

Plots showing the value of significant event 

observables superimposed to p.d.f. from simulation


